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INTRODUCTION 
Recently Floer [Fl] has defined eight new homology groups for oriented 
3-dimensional homology spheres. The definition of these groups makes 
heavy use of the theory of gauge fields on three- and four-manifolds, as it 
has been developed during the last decade by Uhlenbeck, Taubes, 
Donaldson, and others. The purpose of this note is to give an introductory, 
rather detailed description of these interesting groups. We also discuss 
some further structure on these groups, the computations of Floer 
homology for the Brieskorn homology 3-spheres by Fintushel and Stern, 
and the relation with Donaldson polynomials for 4-manifolds. Here and 
there some further conjectures have been inserted. 
Apart from a few remarks in 94, nothing in these notes is due to the 
author, and the credit for this work should go to Floer, the designers of 
gauge theory, mentioned above, and Fintushel and Stern. 
Very interestingly, Witten [W2] has recently given a quantum field 
theory approach to Floer homology and Donaldson polynomials; this we 
shall not review here. Also we shall not enter into a discussion on how 
to relate Floer homology to two dimensional gauge theory through a 
Heegaard splitting of the homology sphere. This last point, as well as much 
other beautiful scenery around Floer’s theory, can be found in 
Atiyah [At]. 
1. MORSE THEORY AND HOMOLOGY 
Let B be a compact n-dimensional manifold and f: B + R a Morse 
function, that is, a function with finitely many isolated critical points, such 
that the matrix of second derivatives, the Hessian, at the critical points has 
no eigenvalue equal to zero. Let ci denote the number of critical points of 
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f of index j, that is, the number of critical points where the Hessian has j 
negative eigenvalues, and let bj be the jth Betti number of B (the dimension 
of Hj(B; R)). The (weak) Morse inequalities read 
This gives a relation between the critical points of a smooth function and 
the homology of the manifold. 
One can actually recover the homology of B by choosing a Riemannian 
metric on B and studying the gradient flow db/dt = -gradf(b(t)) of 
the function f: Let C, (j= 1, . . . . n) be the free module generated by the 
critical points off of index j. Define a boundary operator 8: C, --+ C,_ I as 
follows. If c1 is a basis vector of C,, i.e., a critical point of index j, then 
a(~) = xi n, . /Ii, where Bi are the critical points of index j - 1, and the n, are 
defined as 
n, = the number of gradient lines offgoing 
from tx to fii, counted with sign. (1.1) 
The gradient lines from CI to /Ii equal the intersection of the unstable 
manifold of -gradf at tl with the stable manifold of -gradf at pi. For a 
generic Morse function this is a l-manifold with finitely many components 
(see Smale [S] ), hence one can count the gradient lines. We shall return 
to the sign question later. It appears that a2 = 0 and that 
H,(C.) = Hj(B; H). (1.2) 
Indeed, Cj is essentially the cell complex associated to the Morse function, 
see Milnor [M], and 1.2 was known to Smale already in 1961. Recently 
Witten [ Wl ] gave a treatment of 1.1 based on Hodge theory and 
suggested a proof of 1.2 over the reals by simplifying tunnelling computa- 
tions well known in quantum physics. Tunnelling is the study of gradient 
lines between critical points; the critical points are referred to as oacua. As 
we shall see, Floer homology is the homology associated to a function as 
above. Only now the function is defined on the space of gauge fields (see 
Section 2) associated to a homology 3-sphere. As such it is presumably 
much closer to the original physical situation which inspired Witten. 
2. GAUGE THEORY IN 3 AND 4 DIMENSIONS 
Let Y be a smooth n-manifold, and rr: P + Y a smooth principal X.42)- 
bundle. The bundles to be considered are all trivial, i.e., P = Y x SU(2) and 
rc is the standard projection, and we shall simplify the discussion accord- 
ingly. A connection on Y is an su(2)-valued (su(2) being the Lie algebra 
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of SU(2)) one-form A on Y. So the space of connections d(P) is 
isomorphic with the vector space a’( Y, ~(2)) of one-forms with 42) 
coefficients. For more details see Taubes [Tl] and Freed and Uhlenbeck 
[ FU]. The gauge-group 
3(P) = c *( Y, SU(2)) 
acts on &y’(P), as follows: 
(g,A)+g.A=gdg-‘+gAg-‘EL?‘(Y,SU(2)). 
The scenario for gauge theory is the quotient space 
g(P) = d(P)/c9(P). 
For the purpose of this paper the reader may assume that %4(P) is an 
infinite dimensional manifold with some mild singularities. If Y is a 
homology 3-sphere, then this is the space on which we shall define our 
Morse function to define Floer homology. 
It will be important to know what the tangent and cotangent spaces to 
B(P) are at an equivalence class of connections [A]. Because d(P) is 
affme T,&(P) = sZ’( Y, su(2)), and a little computation shows that 
T,(V(P).A)=imjd,~:52’(Y, su(2))+Q’(Y, su(2))), 
where d, denotes the covariant derivative, 
d,w~=dw+[A,w]~Q’+‘(Y,su(2)), for ~‘6 Q’( Y, su(2)). 
If A is an element of the open dense set &‘*(P) c &Q?(P) of irreducible 
connections (for a definition see the beginning of Section 3), then 9(P) acts 
with stabilizer { f 1) at A, so 
T,,,B(P) = Q’( K su(2W,(Q”( Y, m(2))), 
and the quotient W*(P) = &*(P)/g(P) is smooth,To discuss the cotangent 
space, first note that there is a non-degenerate bilinear pairing 
Q’( Y, su(2)) x CT-‘( Y, su(2)) + R: (a, b) -+ - 
s 
tr(a A h), (2.1) 
1’ 
so T,*&(P) ZQ- ‘(Y, su(2)). Cotangent vectors on 5?(P) are naturally 
cotangent vectors bEiS”- ‘(Y, su(2)) on L&‘(P) which vanish along the 
9(P)-orbits, i.e., - j y tr(d, w  A b) = 0 for all w  E Q”( Y, su(2)). Using 
Stokes’ theorem it follows that there is a natural isomorphism 
~~A,~(P)=ker{d,:Q~‘(Y,su(2))-+Q”(Y,su(2))}. (2.2) 
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Now we specialize to the case that Y is an oriented homology 3-sphere. 
On 3-manifolds SU(2)-bundles P are always trivial. The Chern-Simons 
invariant of equivalence classes of connections is defined by a function 
es: 93(P) + s’ = R/Z. 
It is this function which will play the role of the Morse function to define 
Floer homology. To define CS we agree that CS(0) = 0, where 
%= 0 ESZ’( Y, su(2)) is the trivial connection, and that the derivative 
4x2 ‘d CS,,, E T?,,&?(P) equals the curvature a-form 
FA = dA + A A A E Q2( Y, su(2)). 
The Bianchi identity tells us that d, FA = 0, so by 2.1 above A --f FA 
naturally defines a l-form on 9?(P). We shall see that this l-form on B(P) 
is closed but not exact: The Chern-Simons function is as far as we can get 
by integrating. A less abstract definition of CS goes as follows. Define CS 
as a function L@‘(P) + R by the formula 
CS(A)=$lrtr(k AhdA+;A*AAA . 
> 
For a gauge transformation g E 9(P) one has CS( g . A) = CS(A) + deg g, 
so only the mod 1 reduction descends to B(P). Yet another definition can 
be given: Let A, be a connection on a principal SU(2)-bundle over 
CO, 11 x Y, such that A,] {,,) y ,, is the trivial connection and A, 1 (1 i x ,, = A. 
Then CS(A)=(-1/8x2)Jc6,1,xr tr(FA4 A FA4). One easily proves the 
properties of CS from this formula; see Atiyah, Patodi, and Singer CAPS]. 
A basis of the Floer chain complex is provided by the critical points of 
CS which lie in B*(P). By definition the derivative of CS is the curvature, 
so [A] is a critical point of CS if and only if FA = 0, i.e., A is a flat connec- 
tion. To classify these we need the concept of holonomy of a connection A. 
Let y E Y be base points in Y, and let y: t + y(t) be a closed loop such that 
y(0) = y( 1) = y. Define the paraflel transport function g: t + g(t) E SU(2) 
along y as the solution of the linear o.d.e. (dg/dt) + A(j(t)) g(t) = 0, 
g(0) = id, along y. Then gy = g( 1) E SU(2) is called the homology of A 
along y. The assignment y + g, is a representation (the holonomy represen- 
tation) of the group of closed loops in Y based at y into SU(2). Changing 
the connection A by a gauge transformation changes the representation 
only by conjugation. If the connection is flat then the holonomy along 
contractible loops is trivial, so the holonomy is given by a representation of 
the fundamental group rr,( Y, y) + SU(2). This is called the monodromy 
representation. A well known theorem states that the flat connections up to 
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gauge transformations are in one-one correspondence with elements of 
C = Hom(n,( Y, y), SU(2))/conjugation. 
The space C is always compact because 7c,( Y, v) is finitely generated, but 
we shall actually assume that it is finite and that the Hessian of CS at the 
critical points is an isomorphism. To deal with the general case one first 
has to perturb the Chern-Simons function, such that the new function has 
finitely many non-degenerate critical points. Since the perturbed function 
is no longer canonical it is necessary to show that the homology of the 
resulting complex is independent of the perturbation. 
As we saw in Section 1, in order to derive a homology theory from the 
function CS we should understand the index of critical points and the 
gradient lines. The latter brings us to 4-dimensional gauge theory, as we 
shall see in a moment. A Riemannian metric on an oriented n-manifold Y 
gives rise to a Hodge star *: Q”( Y, su(2)) + L?” ‘( Y, su(2)). Combining 
this with the natural pairing 2.1 we obtain a 9(P)-invariant Riemannian 
metric on d(P), which induces a Riemannian metric on B(P). It is easy 
to check that the gradient vector field of CS equals A --f 4~” * FA. The 
equation for the gradient lines now reads 
dA’- 
dt - - 
*FA1 (2.3) 
for a family t -+ A, of connections on Y. Equation 2.3 does not define a 
flow, for essentially the same reason that the backward heat equation can- 
not be solved. However stable and unstable manifolds for the vectorfield 
A + * FA at the critical points exist, and these are all Floer needs to define 
his homology. 
It is not hard to check that there is a natural isomorphism between 
families of connections on Y, i.e., maps [w + B(P): t + A,, and gauge 
equivalence classes [&J of connections A, E Q4(Iw x Y, su(2)) on a trivial 
bundle over the 4-manifold [w x Y. In terms of connections on Iw x Y, 
Eq. (2.3) reads 
FA4 = - z+z4FA4, (2.4) 
and this is the celebrated anti-self-duality (asd) equation for 4-manifolds. 
The solutions of Eq. 2.4 subject to certain boundary conditions are exactly 
the minima of the so-called Yang-Mills functional: 
YM:Q'(Rx Y,su(2))4A4+~j tr(FA4 A e4FA4). 
YXR 
Taubes [T2] has developed a theory for this equation on non-compact 
manifolds such as [w x Y, and this theory is crucial in defining the boundary 
operator in Floer’s complex. 
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3. FLOER HOMOLOGY 
In this section describe Fleer’s chain complex with its boundary 
operator. A basis for the modules in Floer’s complex is given by the 
irreducible flat connections. A connection is irreducible if the image of the 
holonomy representation is not contained in a one parameter subgroup of 
N(2). The Hessian of CS at an irreducible flat connection A is the 
derivative of the vectorfield A -+ *FA, an operator on T,,,a(P). Using 2.2, 
we see that TcA, ~~(l’,~(P)~A)~=ker(d,*:Q’(Y,g,)+Q~(Y,g,)~, 
and it is easy to see that the derivative equals 
*d,:kerd,*+kerd,*. 
This is a symmetric Fredholm operator and the symmetry of the derivative 
shows that A + FA is a closed l-form on G?(P). This operator has a discrete 
spectrum which is unbounded below and above, and therefore it is 
impossible to define the index naively. There is a way around this problem. 
The index difference i(p) - i(a) for two critical points CI, b should equal the 
number of eigenvalues crossing from + to - minus the number crossing 
from - to + in the one parameter family of spectra of Hessians 
t -+ Hess(CS,,), where A, is a path from c( to /I. Compare Fig. 3.1. 
This number i(cr, /I, A,) of eigenvalues crossing 0 is minus the so called 
spectralflow of the family of operators and depends only on the homotopy 
class of the path t + A,. Spectral flow and its relation to index theory has 
been studied in detail by Atiyah, Patodi, and Singer in CAPS]. For every 
t the connection A, should be irreducible because at reducible connections 
the assignment of subspaces A + ker d: c Q’( Y, gp) is not continuous, and 
therefore the spectra do not vary continuously. 
It is easy to see that the spectral flow of the family of Hessians equals the 
spectral flow of the family of self-adjoint elliptic operators on Y 
DA, = *d,, + dA,* : Qodd( Y, gP) + SZodd( Y, gP), 
, wectrum 
ai cr 
spectrum 
at l3 
time 
spectral 
flow = -1 
FIGURE 3.1. 
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provided A, is irreducible for all t. The advantage of this description is that 
the operator D, and its spectrum depend continuously on A even if A is 
reducible. We shall now exploit this to assign dimensions modulo 8 to the 
chains in Floers complex. 
In principle we would like to take a path A, from the trivial connection 
0 to the connection CI and define the dimension as i(Q, a, A,). However, at 
A = 8 the operator D, has a triple zero mode so the spectral flow is ill 
defined. For a generic nearby connection 8’ the operator DO, will have three 
small non-zero eigenvalues (small means much smaller than any other 
eigenvalue of DO,). Let n(0’) be the number of negative eigenvalues among 
these three; then define 
i(a) = i(O’, c1, A,) + n(P) (mod 8 ), (3.1) 
where t + A, is a path from 0’ to a. This is trivially independent of the 
choice of 8’. Next let us address the question of the homotopy class of the 
path. It is easy to see (compare, e.g., Atiyah and Bott CAB]) that 
x1(&?(P)) = Z, and it follows from index theory (see CAPS]) that the spec- 
tral flow around a closed loop is a multiple of 8. Hence 3.1 is independent 
of the choice of path. The modules in Floer’s complex are now defined as 
(Jo 77/Q) 
C, = free module generated by irreducible flat connections 
TV such that i(a) = j. 
For later use we observe the following. If P denotes Y with the opposite 
orientation then CS,(A)= -CSr(A), so the spectra of the Hessians 
reverse. Obviously n ,, (0’) = 3 - n p( 0’ ), hence 
i,(a)=3-i,-(a). (3.2) 
Just as in Section 1 we shall next count the number of gradient lines with 
sign to define a boundary operator a: C, + Cj_ i. In Section 2 it was shown 
that the parametrized gradient lines t -+ A, are elements of a moduli space 
of asd connections on the four-manifold R x Y. The fact that A, is 
asymptotic to flat connections makes a good theory possible; see Taubes 
[T2]. Define 
A(@, fl, i ) = moduli space of asd connections A I on R x Y 
such that lim A,=cc, lim A,=B,andi(cl,B,A,)=iE~. 
I + cm t--r -02 
Observe that always i(a) - i(p) should equal i modulo 8 for this to make 
sense. 
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Physically the flat connections on Y are the minima, i.e., the vacua of the 
Yang-Mills functional on Y. These asd connections on [w x Y are called 
instantons and are trajectories of a gauge particle under the evolution 
governed by the Euclidean rather than the Lorentzian field equations on 
[w x Y. Since the early days of quantum mechanics such solutions with 
imaginary rather than real time have been known to describe tunnelling 
between two vacuum states. Tunnelling is a transition which is possible in 
quantum mechanics but classically forbidden. Exactly these instantons 
(with Y= S’ x S’ x S’) may hold the clues to the problem of quark con- 
finement; see ‘t Hooft [hH]. Quite likely it was this kind of tunnelling 
which Witten simplified to obtain his beautiful approach [Wl] to Morse 
theory. 
The following example may be helpful to get a feel for this new kind of 
instanton moduli space. If Y is S3 then Iw x Y is conformally equivalent 
to S4 - (0, co }. The asd equation is conformally invariant and by 
Uhlenbeck’s theorem there are no point singularities. Hence the moduli 
spaces on [w x S3 are exactly the same as the classical instanton moduli 
spaces on S4. More interestingly, the Poincare homology sphere Z can be 
realized as S3/r, where f is a discrete group of isometries. So the moduli 
spaces for [w x Z are the moduli space of f-invariant instantons on S4; this 
has been exploited by P. B. Kronheimer to compute the Floer homology of 
the Poincare sphere. Of course this is very special, so let us return to 
general properties of the spaces Jz’(cr, 8, i ). 
After making a small perturbation of the asd equations one can prove 
the following facts about the spaces ~Z(tl, b, i) (see Floer [Fl]): 
(1) J?‘(cI, fl, i) is a smooth, possibly empty i-dimensional manifold 
(2) J?(E, 13, i) has a proper, free R-action arising from translations in 
RXY 
(3) &‘(a, B, i ) has finitely many components. 
To orient &(c1, /I, i) first choose an arbitrary orientation for all spaces 
A(@, /I, i(p)), where i(p) is the dimension of /I. Using Donaldson’s orienta- 
tion procedure [Dl], this orients all A(@, /3,j). One should compare this 
to Witten [Wl 1, who chooses an orientation of every stable manifold at 
every critical point, before orienting the gradient lines. Next for irreducible 
/I, y there is a local diffeomorphism 
(4) JOa, 8, i)lR x -flUA v,j)lR x R,, --, JN(a, Y, i+j)l@ 
defined on compact subsets of the J&‘( , , )‘s cross (E, cc ). This map glues 
two instantons together at their /I tail. Requiring this to be orientation 
preserving orients all &(ol, /I, i), starting from the given orientations. The 
properties immediately imply that sets of unparametrized gradient lines 
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,&‘(a, p, 1 )/W are compact oriented O-manifolds, i.e., finite sets of points 
with signs. This allows us to define the boundary operators a: Ci -+ C,-, as 
in 1.1. Denote the homology, the Fleer homology, by HF,( Y). 
Before we explain why 8 = 0, we digress once more about the effects of 
reversing orientation on Y. If c( E Cj( Y) and fi E C,_ I( Y) are basis vectors, 
i.e., irreducible flat connections, then both (d ,,a, b) and ( CI, i? rfi) are the 
number of gradient lines from cx to /I counted with sign. It turns out that 
the signs work out the same, so these numbers are equal. Combining this 
with the previous remark, which asserts that C,(Y) = C3- ,( F), we obtain 
a natural bilinear form: 
HF,(Y)xHF,~,(~)+Z. (3.3) 
This looks like Poincare duality, but that is deceptive: the 3 occuring in 
formula 3.3 is not the dimension of Y, but rather the dimension of the Lie 
group SU(2). Defining a cochain complex as C’ = Hom( C,, Z) one obtains 
HF(Y)zHF~~‘(~). 
To end this discussion we shall indicate why the boundary operator has 
square zero. If 8’ fails to be zero then certainly the cause of this is that 
there are flat connections CI, /I, and y of dimension i, i- 1, and i - 2 and 
gradient lines from cr to /I and from p to y. Floer’s property (4) mentioned 
above says that there are nearby gradient lines from CI to y and that these 
are parametrized by an open interval (0, E). The structure of the moduli 
space J&‘(cI, y, 2) tells us the following: ,&‘(a, y, 2)/R is a one-manifold 
which has a boundary point corresponding to the factorization M + /3 + y. 
One can prove that the other limiting point of L&‘(c(, /I, 2)/R must 
correspond to another factorization c1+ p’ + y. 
compactified picture of S&‘(cc, y, 2) inside g(P): 
cl! 
Thus we find the following 
This shows that at least modulo 2 the coefficient of y in a*(~) is zero. In 
fact, just as in the finite dimensional case, the orientations work out in such 
a way that this is also true over the integers. An important point here is 
that the factorization c( + p’ + y cannot have p’ equal to the trivial connec- 
tion. If the trivial connection were to occur in the middle of a limiting 
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instanton, the moduli space would have to be of dimension at least 5, 
which is not the case for CI and y as above. 
The reader may wonder where the instantons have gone which are 
localized near points of R x Y. These play a prominent role in Donaldson’s 
work on 4-manifolds, and would make R x Y appear as part of the 
boundary of the moduli spaces. The answer is simple: they do occur but 
again only in moduli spaces A( LX, b, i ) with i 3 5. 
4. FURTHER PROPERTIES 
Floer homology is a refinement of the Casson invariant. The Casson 
invariant C(Y) of an oriented homology 3-sphere Y equals half the number 
of irreducible representations of the fundamental group, counted with the 
signs introduced in Section 3. In other words, it is half the Euler charac- 
teristic of Floer’s complex, or equivalently of the Floer homology. Unlike 
the Floer homology, the Casson invariant is relatively easy to compute 
because its behavior under surgery is known. 
It turns out that in interesting cases the Casson invariant equals, up to 
sign, half the number of representations counted without signs. For Fleer’s 
complex this indicates that cycles occur either only in even dimensions 
or only in odd dimensions. So the boundary operator is zero, and the 
homology equals the complex. In particular this is the case for the so called 
Brieskorn homology spheres Z(p, q, r), and for these the Floer homology 
has recently been computed by Fintushel and Stern. Such a homology 
sphere can be defined as the intersection of the set {(z,, z,, z2) E C3 : 
z;+z;l+z;= 0} with the standard 5-sphere in C3. It is a homology sphere 
provided the triple of positive integers (p, q, r) is pairwise prime. The 
fundamental group modulo its center is all we need to determine the 
irreducible representations, and this is the triangle group (x, y, Z; 
xp = yq = z’ = e, xyz = e). The representations of this group can easily be 
found, but what is less trivial is to determine the dimension of a representa- 
tion c1 as a chain in Floer’s complex. This comes down to determining the 
dimension of the moduli space A’(0, u, ?) of instantons on R x C(p, q, Y) 
which are asymptotic to 8 and c(. Calling on their earlier work [FS] and 
on Taubes [T2], Fintushel and Stern computed the Floer homology for all 
the L’(p, q, r). It may not be an unreasonable conjecture that the 
phenomenon of having chains in only even or odd dimensions occurs more 
generally for homology spheres which are links of complex surface 
singularities. 
One can also say something concerning the Floer homology of con- 
nected sums Y= Y, # Y, of two homology spheres. The fundamental 
group of Y is the free product of the fundamental groups of Y, and Y,, and 
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representations of this group are given by representations a, of rcl( Y, ) and 
CQ of ni( Y,). By taking a, or t(2 trivial we find back the Floer chains of Y, 
and Y, among those of Y, # Y,. One can prove (by using thin, long necks 
in the connected sum) that the dimensions are preserved, i.e., we have a 
map C,( Y,) @ C,( Y,) -+ C,( Y). This is not surjective, because representa- 
tions of 7cI( Y) with xi both non-trivial also contribute to C,(Y) (in a less 
trivial way, because at such representations the Hessian of CS, is 
degenerate). It is likely that HF,( Y,)@ HF,( Y,) is a direct summand of 
HF,( Y). To prove this one would have to establish that there are no 
instantons on R x Y tunneling (in a one dimensional moduli space) 
between connections of the form fi # 0 or 8 # p and a, # aZ, with CI, and 
p non-trivial representations and 8 trivial. To prove this, one will need a 
thin, long neck and one should presumably follow the scheme of the 
vanishing theorems for Donaldson’s polynomials [D2]. 
Finally we shall discuss some further structures on the Floer homology 
groups. It was already mentioned in Section 3 that 
HF;( Y) E HF3 - ‘( Y). 
Another interesting structure should come from an attempt to define a 
pairing 
u: H’(&?(P); Z)x HF,( Y) + HF,pi( Y). (4.1) 
In the finite dimensional case of Morse functions on manifolds this is 
the cap product. For Floer homology it can be defined in some cases in a 
way similar to the definition of Donaldson’s polynomials [D2]. The 
rational cohomology H*(g*(P); Q) has an interesting integral generator 
u in dimension 4. This is ‘the restriction of p! of the S0(3)-bundle 
(P + d*(P) x Y)/cqP) over g*(P) x Y to 99*(P). We shall indicate how 
one can define a map U: HF,( Y) + HF,_ 4( Y) if j does not equal 7 or 0. 
We start by choosing a lift of u which is a linear map of singular 4-chains 
in a*(P) to Z. The oriented moduli spaces ~fl(a, /I, 4) with a E C.i, /I E C,_-, 
occur as special 4-chains in g*(P): one embeds JZ(CI, p, 4) in 6?*(P) by 
sending an instanton A, to its initial value A,. This defines a map 
u: ci+ cjp, by (U(U), /?) = (u, ,~%‘(a, fi, 4)). To get a map on HF we need 
a relation of the kind ud - du = 0. The left hand side is a map C’, + C, ~ 5 
and the given equation comes down to proving that for CI E C, and 
/I E C,Ps, the 4-dimensional part of the boundary (the boundary contains 
lower dimensional strata) of ,&‘(a, fl, 5) arises only from ~$!(a, y, 4) in fac- 
torizations a + y -+ B with y E CjP4 and from ,N(E, /?, 4) in factorizations 
a + E -+ fl with E E C,- i. This is true unless i = 7. Ifj = 7 then also factoriza- 
tions involving the trivial connection in the middle can occur. So for j # 0,7 
the map u on the chains will induce a map on homology. In the other 
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dimensions the failure of this map to descend to homology is directly 
related to moduli spaces &‘(cc, (3) and should be interesting in itself. In fact 
one may hope to remove this constraint on j doing SU(2)-equivariant 
Floer homology on the space d(P) modulo based gauge transformations, 
i.e., gauge transformations equal to id at a fixed point in Y; compare 
Atiyah and Bott CAB]. 
Finally let X be a cobordism between two homology spheres Y,, Y,. 
There is a number k, depending on the rational homology of X, such 
that for crgCj(Y,), ~EC~+~(Y~) the space A(cI, p) is zero dimensional 
Counting the number of instantons with sign gives a chain map 
C,( Y,) + C, +J Y,). Varying the metric on X will certainly change the 
map, but only by a chain homotopy, so there is a natural map 
HF,( Y,) + HF, +J Y,). Property (4) of Section 4 makes it multiplicative 
under compositions of cobordisms, so Floer homology can be viewed as a 
functor on cobordisms of homology 3-spheres. 
Floer has indicated that this will be the key to finding the surgery 
properties of Floer homology groups. 
5. THE RELATION WITH DONALDSON POLYNOMIALS 
Soon after Floer had defined his homology groups Donaldson saw how 
they are related to his invariants for 4-manifolds. We shall briefly explain 
this here, but also refer the reader to Atiyah’s exposition [At] of 
Donaldson’s ideas. 
Let X be an oriented, compact, simply connected 4-manifold. Using 
the Hodge star we can split H’(X; IR) into eigenspaces as 
H:(X; iR)@ H?(X, R). Let 6: = dim H’,(X, R) and P+ X a principal 
SU(2)-bundle with cJP) = k. We can then consider a moduli space J&JX) 
of anti-self-dual connections on P, modulo gauge transformations. 
Obviously the definition of ,6&(X) depends on a choice of metric on X; for 
a good metric J&(X) is smooth and does not-contain reducible connec- 
tions. For the dimension of J&(X) we tind 8k - 3( 1 + hl ), which is an even 
number, 2d say, if 6: is odd, which we shall assume from now on. 
The moduli space is a subspace of 9* = &‘*(P)/??(P); it is quite compact 
and almost defines an element of H,d(B*; Z). More precisely one can do 
the following [D2]. On @* x X we can define a principal S0(3)-bundle Q 
as (n*P + d*(P) x X)/Y(P), with n: L%!(P) x X-+ X the projection. Then 
pi(Q) = p E H4(9Y* xX; Z) and this defines a map 
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with / the slant product, which, as indicated, is integration over the fiber. 
Donaldson’s polynomials are defined as a polynomial Qk(X) of degree d on 
H,(X; Z): 
@kW)(~, 3 . . . . Z,) = (A~,) u ‘. u P(~,))CJ%;(Wl. 
Donaldson shows that this is independent of the metric if b:(X) > 1 and 
k is sufficiently big. Thus it defines a differential topological invariant of X. 
The key properties are that Qk is nonzero if k $0 and X is an algebraic 
surface, and that for connected sums X=X, X2 with b:(X,) >O one 
has Gk(X) = 0 for all k. Clearly this has interesting consequences for the 
decomposability of algebraic surfaces. 
Now assume that X= X, Z X2, where Z is an oriented homology 
3-sphere and X1 (X,) is a simply connected 4-manifold with boundary C 
(2). Under the assumption that b’,(X,) > 0, Donaldson defines polyno- 
mials 
@b(X,): HAX,; Z) + m(z)* 
@(X2): HdX,; Z) --f HF(LF)*; 
that is, the Donaldson polynomials now take values in the dual of the 
Floer homology of the boundary. We have omitted indicating the dimen- 
sions. Observe that the results of Section 4 give a natural pairing of 
elements of HF(C)* and HI;(c)*. Donaldson’s beautiful theorem is 
which extends the results for connected sums. This is a important step 
forward as it indicates how the 4-dimensional theory fits in with the 
3-dimensional one. 
As we have seen, Floer homology is a remarkably natural and rich 
theory. It is almost certain that fascinating applications to 3- and 
4-dimensional topology will be found in the near future. 
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